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AASU Traffic Wrecks on Campus
Savannah, Georgia

ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC
STATE UNIVERSITY

Volume LX I
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Total 28 Since Fall Semester
_
From the Office of
Mack Seckinger,
Director of Public
Safety
With the volume
of traffic on campus on a daily
basis, accidents are bound to
happen. Fortunately, most
wrecks that have occurred have
not had serious injuries or ma
jor vehicular damage.
Since the beginning of Fall
Semester, there have been
twenty-eight wrecks on campus.
Twelve of those have been park
ing lot accidents and sixteen have
occurred on campus streets.
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History Professor Mark Finlay Wins
Teachi"8 Excellence Award for 1999
11

Mark Finlay, associate pro
fessor of history and coordina
tor of the honors program at
Armstrong Atlantic State Unii versity, has been selected to re
ceive the 1999 Regents' Teach
ing Excellence Award.The Uni
versity System of Georgia's
Board of Regents unanimously
selected Finlay as the recipient
of this year's award, citing his
inspiring and innovative teach
ing style and his leadership and
productivity as a teaching
scholar. He was chosen over
nominees from Georgia's sev
enteen regional and state uni
versities.
The award committee
looks for a professor with a

1"

••'

the Sports Center.
Most of these have been minor
mishaps such as one car back
ing into another parked car. One
half of the wrecks occurring on
campus streets have taken place
on Science Drive and various in
demonstrated interaction with
tersections along Science Drive.
students and the campus. Ac
Public Safety would like to
cording to the committee, Finlay
encourage drivers to be safe and
has "distinguished himself for
to stay alert while driving
innovative, demanding teaching
If you recognize the object in
through campus. Drivers should
and for inspired and successful
this photo, drop a note by,the
Of those numbers, one half learn to be good defensive driv
leadership of the university's
office or e-mail us at:
of the parking lot accidents have ers. Hopefully, posting new record of superlative teaching, honors' program — all while
occurred in what we refer to as speed limit signs and increasing a strong commitment to foster maintaining active andexemplary
and we'll put your name in
Parking Tot #1, which is the big traffic patrol and enforcement ing academic success, and a
continued on page 2
the drawing for two free
lot adjacent to the Old Gym and will make our community safer.
movie passes to Regal The
atres. All entries must be re
ceived by Tuesday, April 13,
so send those guesses in now!
He said that while they are with Hitler as the reasonfor send tury monasteries are located."
By BJ English
He said the area isthe base of
being told that the bombing will ing in foreign air strikes, as Hitler
As Americans, we are often only hit military targets, there are went outside the bounds of his civilization for his country, so they
own country and threatened the are of course, not willing to give
isolated from foreign affairs. We bound to be civilian casualties.
it up anymore thanthe Jews would
Jews in other nations.
Rasic
is
was
bom
in
Croatia.
only hear what the news media is
Rasic says thatthe land which be willing to hand over Jerusalem
willing to tell us, so when we see He and his family are Serbian and
pictures of slaughtered Albanian were forced to move out by the is occupied by the Albanians is to the Palestinians.
"The Albanians are not con
refugee men inKosovo, and fami Bosnians. I asked ifthis made him rich in mines which the Yugosla
sidered
terrorists in the US," Rasic
lies being burned out of their sympathetic to the cause ofthe Al vians have refused to lease to
stated,
but
he says that theyattack
homes, all we see is agross injus- banians in Kosovo. Rasic said it western investors. The Albanians
policemen,
set bombs and are not
tice, comparing such acts to is hard to be sympathetic with are more likely to allow the west
the
innocent
victims our television
in,
and
this
has
many
Yugoslavi
Hitler's treatment of the Jews, them because they are trying to
crews
have
led
us to believe.
ans
worried
that
NATO
is
back
while forgetting our own treat separate while the rest of Europe
So,
it
would
seem that there
ing
the
Albanians,
not
so
much
for
ment of theIndians (and other eth is trying to unite.
are
a
lot
of
issues
that need to be
humanitarian
reasons,
but
for
eco
He sayshe does not approve of
nic groups), and Sherman's bum
investigated
before
we so will
nomic
gain.
Rasic
does
not
say
and destroy march through the how his government chose to handle
ingly
pass
judgement
on the Yu
that
he
holds
this
belief,
but
it
is
the situation, but says there is more
south.
goslavian
government.
Granted,
something
that
the
American
people
While Yugoslavian exchange at stake than most Americans real
chasing
people
out
of
their
homes,
are
not
told
by
the
media.
student Vlade Rasic says he does ize. He also feels NATO troops
shooting
the
males
and
burning
Something
else
that
worries
the
not always agree with his should not have become involved
people of Yugoslavia is that the KLA houses down is not exactly a hu
country's government or the cruel and said it is an internal matter.
or
die Kosovo Liberation Army, manitarian method of solving this
Rasic said, "It's like a guest
tactics of President Slobodan
which
is widely believed to be dilemma, but interfering in civil
Milosevic, he thinks that AASU stays in your guest room and then
backed
by the Albanian Mafia, war is risky at best.
students aren't being given a fair says this is my house and you can't
Again, Rasic is not saying he
would
gready
benefit if they could
Notice: Deadline for the last
come in."
view of the whole picture.
Inkwell for this Semester is April
sell mining rights to other nations. agrees with inhumane actions to
He
said
to
the
Americans
it
Rasic said he talked with his
9th. During the summer, we will
Rasic says that while the Alba rid Albanians from Kosovo, but
mother
in Belgrade Yugoslavia at would be like the Cubans stating
be publishing an in-house news
nians
claim that Kosovo belongs to wishes to let people know that
4 A.M., "just hours before the that they were claiming Miami as
letter and web page. We will still
them,
it is a very important piece of there are many issues which we
bombing had begun. "She was independent from the rest of the
be publishing articles on the web
need to be aware of before pass
history
to the Yugoslavians.
page. If you have experience set crying," he said. "They're afraid. United States.
"That's ourJerusalem," he said. ing judgement on the situation.
He also said it is unfair for
ting up web pages and would like
They have all sorts of information
"It's
whereall our 13th and 14th cen This article was written on March 24. 1999.
Clinton to compare Milosevic
to intern for the paper, call us at and misinformation."

AASU Student Vlade Rasic Provides another view of Kosovo Conflict

Inside this issue:
• Candidates for
SGA Elections

• Shang-haied or
Shang Shy?AASU
student upset by
commedian's
remrarks.

• Your ticket to
enterta inment at
AASU and more!
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Inkwell E ditor Position
Availablefor1999-2000
Students interested in applying for the Inkwell Edi
tor Position are encouraged to fill out an applica
tion in the Student Activities Office by Tuesday April
20th.
This position provides a salary of $6 an hour for a
maximum of 19 hours a week, your own parking
place in frontof the MCC, use of sophisticated com
puter equipment, and a spacious office with win
dows overlooking the back campus.
Serious candidates should be highly computer lit
erate, have excellent skills in grammar and jour
nalistic writing, be able to get along with all people,
be self motivated, and willing to workovertime with
out pay at least every other week.
Knowledge of PageMaker, Macintosh computers,
layout, Adobe Photoshop, and previous experience
working on a newspaper or yearbook is highly rec
ommended.
If y ou have some of these skills, but not all, feel
free to apply anyway!
Pick up applications in the Student Activities Of
fice in MCC.
Some training over the summer with Inkwell
staff is recommended. Position begins Fall 1999.
Finlay, continued from page 1
engagement in his own re
search."
Finlay joined the history de
partment at AASU in 1992 to
both teach history and reinvigorate the honors program, bring
ing with him an innovative style
of teaching. For example, in his
honors history course each stu
dent uses a different text in or
der to provide the class with a
variety of historical viewpoints.
Finlay is a researcher and pub
lished scholar, and i n 1995, he
was internationally recognized
with the 1995 Liebig-WohlerFreundschaft-Preis Award for
his research on the German
chemist, Justus von Liebig.
Finlay's nomination in
cluded testaments from both fac
ulty and students. He contrib
utes to the AASU advisement
center and is the dedicated co
ordinator of the honors program.
Nancy White, professor and
head of the history department,
states that F inlay is "a remark
able professional and the 'star'
of the department." Students
describe him as dedicated and
inspiring. He has the rare abil
ity to "tease out a grain of ge
nius from the simplest of an
swers," says Grace Fleming,
AASU graduate student.

Calling For Improvement
(NAPSA)-The next time you're
put on hold when you make a
phone call—you won't be alone.
According to a recent survey con
ducted for Prudential, 71 percent
of respondents almost always or
often listen to too many record
ings before reaching a human
being.

Many people experience what
one company calls "phone rage"
from b eing put on hold too often
and too long.
The good news is the study also
showed 92 percent of respondents
call financial institutions, which
rank as providing the highest
quality customer service. Mail
order companies tied financial ser
vices with 65 percent getting an
"A" or "B" rat ing and airlines fol
lowed closely, with an "A" or "B"
from 63 percent.
Service from dep artment stores
and long distance telephone com
panies are acceptable to more than
half of those who have called, fol
lowed by online services, cable
television and fast food companies.
Government agencies received the
lowest scores, pleasing only 29
percent.
The survey was commissioned
by The Prudential Insurance
Company of America, for its Voice
of the Customer Unit.

Why Bother Trying

Armstrong Rtlantic
State Uniuersity
11935 Rbercorn Street
Sauannah, GR 31419

learn after a while, that it doesn't
do any good to try y our hardest
(912)927-5351
Disappointment has followed and your best, when it will never
FRK 92 1-5497
me throughout life . When I was take you anywhere other than
e-mail:inkuiell@
mailgate.armstrong.edu
six I tried out for a teamjump rop- where you already are.
ing race at my school. I wasbeaten
When I run for office, I may
BJ Eng lish
out by Elaine Peterson for alter- get elected secretary or treasurer,
Managing Editor
nate (an alternate is someone who Once I got elected Vice Presiisn't good enough to make the dent, but I found out later it was
Christy Nolin
team, but c an prevent the team because people didn't know my
Assistant Editor
from forfeiting if someone good name and thought they were
takes ill). In the mean time, I voting for someone else. When
Angela Strickland
there is a job opening in a field I
kept practicing.
Rduertising Manager
Later I had a chance to com am really interested in, they tell
Sarah Dudley
pete in a jump roping race at the me I am not qualified, or Iam not
Typesetter
"polished"
enough.
That
usually
school, where I was sure I would
Layout
Rrtist
means
they
want
to
hire
som
eone
win. My parents decided to take
us camping that weekend. To this prettier without a southern accent
Staff Ulriters
day, I am stillcertain I would have and a 40 inch waistline (actually
Radha Narayanan
won a blue ribbon if it had not it's only 38" when I'm not bloated
Dauid Seckinger
been for them. Later, I com peted or depressed).
Elaine Hakala
If volunteers are needed to
in an oratorical contest andmissed
Mary Ellen Barnes
honorable mention by a hair. I was work on a project I really want
told I was in the running with 3 to work on, I am told there is a
Photos by
Desmal Purcell
other people, butcompetition was back list of a 1000 people, even /
Derek Dauis
really tough that year. Somehow, though the ad only ran in that
that didn't help. I always seemed morning's paper. It seem s they
to bea runner up in whatever Idid. did the interview for the ad last
Rl Har ris
Even, in the lunch line, the per week... so sorry, please feel free
aduisor
son in front of me always got the to try again...
Really, why bother trying The Inkwell is published and distrib
last piece of pie, or the last packuted bi-weekly each semester. Cop
when
you know youwill end up
age of free candy.
ies are available in distributionboxes
My grades were always av- failing? Why risk having your throughout the campus or can be sub
erage, as were my looks and ev- hopes dashed repeatedly like a scribed to by mail for $24 a year.
erything else about me. I wasn't lotto player who never wins, or
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments for improvement provided ,
poor enough to receive state aid, worse yet, puts down $10 and
nor wealthy enough toenjoy many wins $5, but still has hopes that that they are clearly written or Ojped. Ml (
letters submitted for publication must be
of the things that other kids take one day his/her luck will change,
signed and a phone number should be
for granted. A lot of my averageI'll admit, I am not as disciprovided for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request.
ness was my own fault. I c ould plined as I could be. I don't alThe Inkwell welcomes public an
have studied harder, cou ld have ways focus, but when you are
nouncements, press releases, etc.
practiced the piano for longer naturally nearsighted in what
Such information will be published
hours and actually gotten good at you want out of life, and you
free of charge at the discretion of the
it, though for the life of me, I could don't know how or where to get editorial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
never break myself of hitting two glasses, orget them, but then keep
pressed in this publication do not
keys at the same time, and to this putting them down and losing
necessarily express the opinions of
day, I still transpose lette rs when them, life is extremely compli
anyone other than the person who
has written them and are not to be
I type. You didn't see it, but I just cated and difficult.
taken as a reflection upon the views
I've contemplated suicide,
typed in 'tuype' for type and
of the faculty, administrators, the
but it seem s like such a waste to
'jkust' for just. I'mcursed...
University System of Georgia or the
I never have quite the GPA to have gone this far and thenend it
Board of Regents.
qualify forprograms I'd really like without knowing what the future
to get into, like physical therapy. might bring. Besides, suicide is
I'm not athletic or outgoing, or rather cowardly and cruel to those
smart, or brilliantly funny, or witty, you leave behind.Why make oth
or anything anyone would really ers feel guilty for your mistakes? The Inkwell staff would like to
I g uess if anyone asked me
pay attention to. I don't stand out
offer a special thanks to Bill
in a crowd, and to be truthful or why I keep tiying to get where I
Kelso for rescuing us once again
'turthful', I don't really feel com want to b e, I'd have to tell t hem
from
a fatal program crash that
fortable, make that 'comfoirtalbe' that despite the odds, Istill think I
could
have meant having to re
when I do. It's like when you have am special. It's like thinking
one good joke, but are afraid to snakes are useless creatures until type the entire Inkwell from
tell it for fear people will expect you kill them and are overpopu- scratch.
you to produce more, when that lated by rats. Maybe I'm here We'd also like to thank Gary
was it. I have flashes (oh you don't solely to keep the rats in check. Guillory for letting us know
want to know how many mistakes Who knows... all Ido know is that Vlade Rasic's concerns about
I just made on that word, but no, I I have to keep trying to makesense
his family in Yugoslavia.
don't have falsies either) of good of it, and if I ever do, I can help
Our apologies to the Public Re
luck, bits of brilliance, an inkling others make sense of it too , and
lations department for losing
of a happy future, but it alw ays that's a bit nobler than winning a
seems to becut tragically short by blue ribbon in a jump rope race, five announcements somewhere
the reality that I am nothing spe- though I wouldn't mind having in the program crash. Thanks for
keeping us informed!
cial really. You'd think I would both of them...
By Mary Ellen Barnes

A Special Thanks!!
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Comedian Delivers Punchline ina Different Way
By Sarah A. Dudley
New and upcoming comedian, Shang Forbes created quite
a stir on campus recently. On
March 10, Armstrong welcomed
one of Comedy Central's newest comedians into it's cafeteria
for what was anticipated to be an
afternoon of fun for everyone.
However, shortly after the come-

marks of a profane nature were
passed between the two adding
fuel to the fire until Harper left
to seek the assistance of thecampus police.
Hoping to press charges
against the comedian, he found
that the police wanted "to avoid
the whole situation."
When asked what caused
him to respond the way he had,

A few eyewitnesses remarked that they thought
the entire incident carried strong racial under
tones and one witness in particular felt that the
comedian had been unfairly attacked.
dian was welcomed to the stage,
things took a turnfor the worse.A
difference in opinion surfaced
over what is appropriate comic
material and what is not.
Shang's routine included
jokes of a sexual nature as well
as a few remarks about the positive effects of drug use. When
the comedian turned his attention toward a cafeteria worker as
the recipient of a little teasing,
one of the students in the audience decided he had seen

the Student Activities office to
clear the matter. After a somewhat lengthy meeting, no
charges were pressed against the
comedian.
Mack Seckinger, Director of
Public Safety at A AS U, who
participated in the discussion
took the position infavor of freedom of speech by saying "it is
one of those things we have
lived and died for."
Shang was questioned
about his feelings on the matter.
"It was the weirdest set upI have
ever done. Everyone is eating.
The special people who were
there, I didn't know were there.
I havean actual show that gets political in a different way.
It is unknown whether the in
cident will ha ve any bearing on
future entertainment to come to
Armstrong. Whether you support
the censorship of sensitive issues,
political or social, over the freedom of speech (or vice versa), it
is obvious thatboth opinionshave
the right to be heard,

Harper replied that Shang ...
should watch what he's saying
and know who his crowd is. He
shouldn't make fun of special
people." He added that Shang
made gestures that he wanted to
physically attack him and that he
felt the comedian should be arrested. While Harper acknowledged that Shang does have the
First Amendment right to say
what he wants, he also revealed Editor's note: Al Harris, director
strong feelings that Shang's al- of Student Activities stated that it
legations toward smoking man- would be more appropriate to
,
juana as a way to get through have a separate staged area for
*
David Harper, fumvngfrom college as well as targeting "spe- campus comedians and events,
the comedian's remarks, stood cial people" is inappropriate.
as there have been numerous
and attempted a rebuttal in the
A few eyewitnesses re- complaints over the years from
worker's defense conveying to marked that they thought the people feeling they are being
Shang that it is inappropriate to entire incident carried strong ra- forced to view these showsJ
e special people"
cial undertones and one witness they wish to eat lunch inthe caf^The student worker, a handi- in particular felt that the come- eteria
A
attending AASU dian had been unfairly attacked.
Unfortunately, in the past,
capped smdentattending AASU
Bailey ^ u whm such events are held in

Pointers
For Parents
Marvelous Math
(NAPSA)—Making math fun
anytime of the year—even during
summer vacation—can be as easy
as 1-2-3.
Here are math learning tips for
parents from Sylvan Learning Cen
ters, which offers students of all
ages and skill levels a variety oi
math programs tailored to their
needs:

Cook up an interest in math:
Baking is a great way to show
math in everyday lite.
• Discuss with your child
the types of jobs that use math
skills. It is important to help your
child realize how important math
is in our everyday lives, and espe
cially in our careers.
• Talk math. At the grocery
store, ask your child: How much
does this one cost? How much
change should I get back?
• Explore the Internet. There
are many educational, as well as
entertaining, sites on the Internet.
For example, at dr.mathQforum.
swarthmore.edu you can work on
the problem of t he week or pose a
question to dr. math.
• Bake a cake. Baking incorpo
rates several math concepts: mea
surement, volume and time.
More information about Sylvan
Learning Cen ers, which helps
children with reading, writing,
math, SAT/ACT preparation, and
study skills, is available by calling
1-800-31-SUCCESS or visit their
website at www.educate.com.

Congratulations

AASU Professor
Honored With
Two Prestigious
International
Awards
Raymond Greenlaw, head of
the Department of Computer
Science at Armstrong Atlan
tic State University, was
awarded two international fel
lowships, a Japan Society for
Promotion of Science (JSPS)
Invitation Fellowship and a
Fulbright Scholarship Re
search Award.
The JSPS program is designed
to bring world-renown re
searchers to Japan. Greenlaw
will work at the Human Ge
nome Center in the Institutefor
Medical Services at the Univer
sity of Tokyo to explore re
search questions pertaining to
parallel computation and com
putational biology.

With the Fulbright Scholarship,
Greenlaw will study parallel
algorithms, procedures de
signed to take advantage of a
large number of computers op
erating cooperatively, for a spe
cific class of graph problems.
Greenlaw will be accompanied
by two internationally known
graph theorists as he conducts
the research at the University
of Iceland. T his is his second
was appa
y
dignce as "preposterous to have someone Jenkins or the Fine Arts AuditoFulbright Scholarship Research
W
e reS
.
ffth
f_ Come into an institution and be rium, few peopleattend. Yourbest
he continued wiping off the caf
^^
^ ifyou donUike the entertain. Hearst Castle in San Simeon, Cali Award.

eteria tabes.
, Bauey went on to say that
Harper turned
s "there's freedom of speech. I
the cafeteria an a
not like it. You may not like
were made by the com
j( But we need to hear it."
which prompted an uproanou
^ worked with
§
laughter in the audience. Re
__

ment, is to make your opinion
known to the programming coordinator in Student Activities, and
make plans to eatlunch elsewhere
mtil the event is over.
.

fornia, is the most expensive private
house ever built. It cost publisher
William Randolf Hearst $30 million
to erect the 100-room structure be
tween 1922 and 1939.

Greenlaw came to AASU this
year from the University of
New Hampshire where he
was an associate professor. He
Coping with Y2K
is one of three authors of the
enough cash on hand equivalent to
leading collegiate text in his
what you would need f or an ex
field, Limits to Parallel Com
tended weekend; and
• Don't panic fi your favorite AIM putation: P-completeness
Theory. He has published five
(NAPSA)-Wiil your ATM caid
'£*£££££2 doesn't work on Janua ry 1. It just
additional books in the past
work on January l,2000?Takecon> sy Reep copies of all y0ur bank- in anticipation of January 1, as some may be out of cash and not related
fort.The electronic financial services . Statements and AIM and point- alarmists have suggested. Do have toY2Katall. Simply report the prob twelve-month period.
lem, if pos sible, and go to another
ATM or merchant location that of Away from computers,
1
fers cash back to make your with Greenlaw enjoys athletic chal
drawal. There are hundreds of thou lenges. In February he finished
sands of ATM and POS locations so in the top three at the Tybee Is
bankingandelectromcto^lsCT #
^ your financial institution
finding an alternate shouldn't be a land Marathon, and July he
vices industries a re Y2K
Y
what preparations it has made to be
problem.
scaled the Mattahorn.
little common sense will go
S ready;
Additional information about Y2K
eve
way to prepare you for
"
. realize that financial organizapreparedness for electronic transac
smallest glitch that may occur,wnai
^ Y2K contingency plans
tions is available at the Star web site Greenlaw can be reached at
do to be Y2K ready w eni ^ ensure key systems function
912-927-5317.
at www.star-system.com.
comes to personal banking. Here
^ jd a problem occur,
tirJfrnm StarSystem, Inc., the
®

may

Banking Tips For Coping With Y2K

^

can you
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AASU Masquers Provide Diverse Entertainment on Campus
By David Seckinger
On Friday, February 27, the
AASU Masquers gave the first
of three performances of The
Effect of Gamma Rays on Manin-the-Moon Marigolds. The
stage's well constructed and
neatly cluttered set gave the play
immediate presence. Also, the
lighting was professional and
effective, complementing the
action on stage.
The small cast, five actors,
filled the stage with an array of
oddball characters. Good perfor
mances were given by the sup
porting cast. Georgia Priester,
who played Nanny, drew quite
a few chuckles from the audi
ence without ever saying a word.
Priester's portrayal of ahelpless,
elderly woman was both funny
and warm. Heidi Hogue, who
played a slightly demented sci
ence-fair exhibitor, showed true
comic timing, and her brief ap
pearance left an indelible mark.
Kudos go out to Carrie
Sneed and Cara Smolky, who
played two dysfunctional yet
surviving sisters oppressed by a
domineering mother.
Sneed, who played the
smart, nerdish sister Tillie, never
appeared to be acting but
seemed natural in her role and
comfortable on stage. Sneed bal
anced her character's calmness
and suffering without ever be
coming artificial. Sneed's per
formance was on the money; her
character's stability among the
lunacy never seemed overdone.
Sneed is indeed the genuine ar
ticle.
Smolky, who played the
pretty but fragile sister Ruth,
also seemed tailor-made in her
role as a flamboyant yet broken
girl. Smolky was particularly
effective in the scene where she
suffered a seizure, and her
character's despair was felt
throughout the play. Smolky was
able to realistically present her
character's complex nature. She
was believable in all her moods,
whether shallow, cruel, hopeful,
or desperate.
Dana Skijan, who played the
alcoholic, overly-dramatic
mother Beatrice, carried the
weight of the play. Her perfor
mance demanded notice, even
occasionally detracting attention
away from Sneed's character,
Tillie, who was the play's cen-

By 1997, New York City's Rain
bow Room had sold out all 20 0
advance seats for New Year's
Eve 1999.

Computers

Backstage with the Cast (L to R) Priester, Sneed, Skijan, and Smolky
tral character. Skijan had more
lines than the other actors, performed numerous monologues,
phone conversations, and drunk
scenes, and delivered all of her
lines melodiously. At times,
Skijan's "high drama" was overdone, but she became more natural as tensions mounted between
the characters. Her performance
was a noble effort. There is no
doubt that Skijan took the great
est risks with her character.
During April, the AASU

Okay, I'm no racist and I
don't want to sound likeone, but
why does almost all the African
American music sent to me for
review have to talk about sex,
drags, or use languagemy neigh
bor used to get her mouth washed
out with Tide for using?
Virgin Records newly re
leased BET CD: Best of Planet
Grove is a CD the morally de
sensitized and emotionally
downtrodden will undoubtedly
adore. With artists like Mariah
Carey, Brian McKnight, Janet
Jackson and Boyz II Men, there's
no lack of talent present.
The language isn't vile, and
the topics aren't that explicit:
there's no warning on this label!
Some would say that the music
mimics real life, just not the life
I have experienced or wantto ex-

Ravenous/Cruel Intentions:
Movie Soundtracks witha bite?

Masquers
will
present
Shakespeare's Much Ado About
Nothing in the Jenkins Theatre,
Dates and times are
April 15-17 at 7:30 pm
There are a lot of di fferent
By BJ English
23 at 7:30 pm
moods
in the music, including
24 at 7:30 pm
Virgin Records has teamed suspense. If you are listing to
April
25 at 3 pm
up with Columbia Pictures and this CD on your Computer,
General admission is $5.
Seniors, military, and students 20th Century Fox to produce you'll have to adjust the track
are $3.
two new movie soundtracks counter or you'll miss theY&v?
Armstrong students and staff which are sure to please a di- compositions. The CD runs
are admitted free with valid verse group of listeners.
nearly 75 minutes long, and
I.D.
While the classical music there are 22 tracks in all, with
crowd might be too sqeamish to titles like: He licked me; The Pit;
watch Fox's movie Ravenous, Stranger at the Window ; and
which touts, "You are who you Ives Torments Boyd an d Kills
eat," at the end of their trailer, Knox; I think I'll skip the movie
they will be pleasantly surprised and just listen to the CD!
to find the CD to be in much
Cruel Intentions is for the
perience. If you grew upin an en better taste than the movie.
modern music crowd. It's one of
vironment where spouses and
Music is performed by the those CD's that gets better the
live-in lovers cheated on you, had Michael Nyman Orchestra, led more you listen to it. Pop music
children by other men bothin and by Jackie Shave. At first you will fans are sure to recognize Bitter
out of wedlock, gossiped about
ask yourself, is it classical, Sweet Symphony by the Ve rve,
your perverse sex life, etc. then
polka, folk, hip hop, Indian which incidently is the last track
you will identify wi th this CD.
Spiritual,
or blue grass? There's on the album,
Actually, if you like watch
a
touch
of
it all in this CD.
You Bl ew Me Off, by Bare
ing daytime soaps and talk
While the jacket reveals Jr. will surely become a cult fashows, or getting into other
voices
by Gail Turcotte, vorite for angry teens who ve
people's business, you'll like this
Quiltman
and London Voices, been jilted by an unfaithful
CD. If you're not into all that,
there
are
no
real words spoken lover. Counting Crows, Marcy
you'll feel like taking a cold
shower and going toprayer meet on the entire album, which Playground and Placebo arealso
ing to set your brain back into makes it great for listening to featured on this well rounded
moral mode, leaving the 'choco while studying for a test, paint- CD which is sure to pleasethose
late lips and sexy hips' lyrics bur ing a portrait or composing a who get tired of listening to the
ied under the mattress.
poem.
same singer/group for 12 or
Sigh, the music is good, and
I expected a soundtrack more songs in a row.
maybe I am getting too old for from a movie about cannibalism
Be sure to check out Faithsex talk, but I 'd rather listen to to feature hard rock and heavy less' Addictive on track 11if you
the soundtrack from Mulan. I'll metal. This was a pleasant sur- are a fan of well versed rap and
take morally uplifting over you- prise, but don't expect a lot of rhythm and blues, plus Blur s
know-what lifting any day, if you
excitement or heart tugging, toe Coffee and TV. Both CDs are
know what I mean....
tapping tunes.
well worth the money.

Best of Planet Grove: Too
much sex talk for this chic
By BJ English

Want a computer? Can't af
ford it? We finance. $120
down, WAC $59 a month.Com
plete Cyrix IBM 300 systems.
Includes 15" color monitor and
a Bubble Jet color printer. 2000
compliant, Windows 98, one
month free internet. Free instal
lation & set up.
Call Tonya at 238-3794.
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Skidaway Island Hosts Earth Celebration at Outdoor Artists to Show Wares at
Aquarium, Saturday,April 17 from noon to 4:00 River Festival in Savannah thisMay
Celebrate your earthly con
nections for the new millenium
with your family and friends!
The University of Georgia
Marine Extension Service will
host a Skidaway Island Earth
Celebration at the Public
Aquarium on Saturday, April 17,
from noon to 4:00 p.m. Over 15
local organizations will partici
pate in the free family-oriented
event. Bring a picnic and enjoy
music by the Savannah Folk
Music Society. Activities will
include free admission to the
Aquarium, a visit from the "Sea
Circus", the opportunity to drive
an underwater remote vehicle,
fish printing, nature hikes and
games, information booths,
Earth Day Poster Contest, re
search vessel tours, and an en-

Little Tybee Beach shows signs of tide's ebb and flow.
vironmental t-shirt swap. Call
the UGA Marine Extension Service at (912) 598.2387 for more
information.
This event is part of the

month long Earth Celebration
'99 to be held across Chatham
County and its surrounding
wildlands, April 3 - May 8,
1999.

ARMY ROTC
The Smartest College
Course You Can Take

The City of Savannah De people to Savannah's water
partment of Cultural Affairs Lei front, the Arts on the River Fes
sure Services Bureau is hosting tival features twodays of festivi
a Juried Outdoor Artist Street ties, including the Juried Artist
Market, held in conjunction with Street Market, a Juried Fine Arts
the 21st Annual Arts on the Competition and Show coordi
River Festival May 8th and 9th, nated by the Savannah College
1999. The Artist Street Market, of Art and Design, and an abun
set up in the heart of the bustling dance of music, dance, live the
festival venue, is an opportunity atre, and hands-on artist work
for national, regional and local shops and demonstrations. The
artists to exhibit and sell their festival culminates with an out
work, demonstrate their craft, and door concert by the Savannah
lead hands-on workshops for fes Symphony Orchestra, con
ducted by Philip Greenberg,
tival attendees.
The following mediums will whose encore includes fireworks
be on exhibit at the art festival: over the Savannah River. All
fine crafts, jewelry, sculpture, festival events are free and open
glass, clay, wood, metal, fiber, to the public.
For additional informa
paint, paper and mixed media,
including photography. Only tion about Arts on the River,
contact the Department of Cul
original works are eligible.
Attracting over 40,000 tural Affairs at (912) 651-6417.

Visitation Day Scheduled atAASU
AASU Summer Visitation nancial aid and student services.
Day takes place April 10 from Professors and administrators
10:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M. in Uni will be available to discuss ma
versity Hall. Advance registra jor programs, academics and
admissions. AASU offers
tion: 927-5277.
Visitation Day provides smaller class sizes and one-oncampus tours, residence hall one attention and support. For
tours, and information about fi more information, call 927-5277.

Join Our Team of Ititors

AASU

Full TUition Scholarships Available
PAID SUMMER INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE
FOR MORE IN FORMATION CALL (912) 921-5520
or
STOP BY THE ROTC DEPARTMENT ON CAMPUS

ARMY

*si

ROTC

From left to right: Fred (the dog) Andrea, Matthew, Kris and
Sandy at Matthew's home in Richmond Hill
Some of you may remember
Matthew from an earlier story in
the Inkwell. Matthew was born
with autism, and doctors pre
dicted a bleak future for him.
His parents refused to ac
cept defeat and started Matthew
on a special training program
designed for autistic children.
Matthew has since blos

somed with the help of stu dent
tutors, but the original team has
dwindled and new volunteers
and paid part-time positions are
available for 7 - 20 hours a week
at $7 an hour.
If you are interested in
working with Matthew, call 7272021 or e-mail jmsl964@aol.
com for details!
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To Your Health!
By Dr. Jacquie Fraser
Health Science Department

Aspartame - Friend
or Foe?

OQ©aM)Q

neiwis

AASU HEALTH
AND COMMUNITY
AWARENESS DAY

Sign up April 7th for Free
Health Screening at AASU

eluding kidney/liver function,
Armstrong Atlantic State From Lori Worsham
glucose tolerance, and blood
University hosts Health and
counts.
Community Awareness Day AASU Health and
Appointments can be
in the quadrangle of the
Community
Awareness
ma(je on April 7 at tables set
AASU campus on April 21
from 10:00 A.M. until 1:00 Day Offers Free Health up outside of Jenkins Hall and
P.M. The event ties together Screening to Faculty, i* Shearouse Plaza fro* 8:30
A.M. until 6:00 P.M.
the three ares of health, dis
Staff
and
Students
The screenings are part o f
ability
services,
and
AASU
Health and Community
volunteerism in order to pro
Awareness
Day to be held in
The health quest van will be
vide the community with a
single venue for obtaining re on campus April 21, from 10:00 the quadrangle. Agencies
A.M. until 1:00 P.M. toprovide throughout the county will be
lated information.
free
health screenings for fac- on hand to offer health screenHealth screening such as
ulty,
staff and students.
ing and education, information
cholesterol, height, weight,
blood pressure, health risk as
sessment, and hearing will be The health risk assessment includes, height, weight,
available to the public at no cholesterol, body fat, blood pressure, hearing, and
charge. The latest in assistive
other screening services. Additional tests will be
living gadgets will be on dis
play. And representatives will available for a minimum fee including kidney/liver
be available to talk about vol function, glucose tolerance, and blood counts.
unteer opportunities with lo
cal organizations.
The health risk assessment on the availability of disabil
Free healthy snacks
includes,
height, weight, choles ity services, and volunteer op
provided and door prizes
terol,
body
fat, blood pressure, portunities.
given away. For more infor
hearing,
and
other screening ser
For more information call
mation call Carole Massey,
vices.
Additional
tests
will
be
Carole
Massey, nursing, 921921-7312.
|
available for a minimum fee in- 7312.
A

the amounts which are produced
are
very small and are similar to
Would you ingest a product
that purported to: cause symp that which is produced when fruits
toms which mimic multiple scle and vegetables are eaten.
Because aspartame is ap
rosis; cause people to suffer
from spasms, shooting pains, proximately 200 times sweeter
numbness in the legs, cramps, than sugar, a very small amount
headaches, joint pain, depres can be used in a product to en
sion, anxiety attacks, slurred hance sweetness. It is made of
speech, blurred vision; change protein components and so, has
the brains chemistry resulting in 4 calories per gram just as other
severe seizures; cause birth de proteins do. However, the small
fects; make you fat; cause brain amount needed to sweeten a
damage, Alzheimers Disease, product results in greatly re
manic depression, panic attacks, duced calories. The NutraSweet
rage and violence; and be at least Company states that the amount
partially responsible for the of aspartame needed to provide
Desert Storm health problems? the same amount of sweetness
You probably do. The product as a teaspoon of sugar which
is aspartame, known as contains 16 calories would re
NutraSweet, and many diet so sult in only 0.007 calories.
One of the charges leveled
das and other food and drinks
against the FDA by critics of
contain it.
These allegations of health aspartame is that they were in
problems have been circulating collusion with the medical es
for several months on the tablishment and Monsanto (a
Internet and were apparently large corporation with deep
posted by someone named Nancy pockets) to approve aspartame
Markle. In fact, an almost identi despite all the health problems (NAPSA)-New research shows
cal message was circulated sev it causes. While few of us are that many adults use their antibi
eral years ago by Betty Martini, a naive enough to believe in an otics incorrectly, contributing to
woman with a self-professed ha incorruptible government the evolution of d angerous anti
agency, the FDA and other re biotic-resistant bacteria commonly
tred for aspartame.
Are these alarming allega searchers have carried out ex known as "superbugs." According
tions of health problems true? tensive research showing aspar- to a recent survey conducted by
No, according to experts at the tame to be safe for most people. the Americans Society of HealthSystem Pharmacists (ASHP),con
Mayo Clinic, the Food and Drug It has been tested in over 100
sumers lack a consistent under
Administration (FDA), the scientific studies in animals and
standing of how and when to use
American Diabetes Association humans and approved for use by antibiotics.
and the Multiple Sclerosis Foun- more than 90 nations around the
The development of resistant
dation. Just as no product will world. A joint committee of the strains of harmful bacteria is beheal all symptoms and cure all World Health Organization and coming acomnMm problem, espediseases, similarly no product the UN Food and Agricultural cially for children and the elderly
could do this much harm.
Organization has reviewed as- who frequently take antibiotics,
g
Aspartame was invented in partame and found it to be safe. Health-system pharmacists, workagainst viruses which cause colds fection can be dangerous and are
1965 and approved by the FDA
Eating a healthy diet is im- ing in hospitals, long-term care
an
us. Ask your physician to often inapr^priate-antibiotics
in 1981, and is presently an in- portant and something that most facilities, and managed care orgaconduct the necessary tests to de- should always be taken under the
gredient in over 6,000 products. of us dont always do well but, nizations, are experts in medicatermme rf you need an antibiotic, supervision of aphysician orpharAccording to the Mayo Clinic, for most of us, eating or drink- tion therapy and play an important • Never cut short the time of treat- maCkt
Aspartame is a low-calorie ing products containing aspar rote m preventing the misuse of ment prescribed by your physi- . q * vaccinations that offer prosweetener composed of two tame does not present a health antibiotics. They are also available cian. Don't skip doses orstop tak- tection from infection, such as the
amino acids, aspartic acid and problem.
to answer patient questions about ing your antibiotics early, even if flu vaccine This is particularly
phenylalanine, and methanol (an
antibiotic use. Health-system phar- you begin to feel better. Failure to vital for children, adults over 65,
alcohol). The amino acids are To Your Health! will feature in macists recommend the following complete your entire prescription and patients with serious health
found naturally in milk, meat formation about your health. tips to ensure maximum effective- can allow more stubborn bacteria conditions.
ness and safety from your antibi to thriveand reproduce, which can
and dried beans. Methanol is a Suggestions and comments
• Talk to your pharmacist. If you
otics:
lead to resistance problems.
natural component of fruits and should be sent to Dr. Camille
have questions about how to use
• Antibiotics should be restricted • Never self-medicate with and j
your
antibiotics, are experiencing
vegetables. One of the problems Stern, Graduate Program in
to patients with bacterial infections biotics. Antibiotics that have not side effects, or have questions about
cited by critics of aspartame is Nursing (921-5721). E-tnail: and not prescribed for viral infecbeen prescribed to you or are left other medications, your pharmacist
that.^^ql^^^qwever, c^^stem@mailgaleaimarongedu tions. 'AntibidtiCs'a^ useless
over, from,an .earlier bacterial in-', is,available tocounsel you.

Combat "Superbugs" By Taking Your Medication Correctly

«>»••*

>***»*» •* » Mitt
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Seventh Day Adventists, Mormons, Christian Scientists and Jehova's
Witnesses: What do they believe and why are theyconsidered cults?
To make matters worse, Jo spirituality.
end with the writing of the Bible),
So, the S e v f h Day
there are a number of problems seph Smith was once arrested for
A
d
v
e ntists were founded by a
By definition, a cult is con- with the Book of Mormon that dabbling in the occult, by trying
woman
obsessed with the evils of
sidered to be a false religion. This don't stand up against close to read the future with the use of a
looking
glass.
He
was
quoted
as
masturbation
and meat eating,
is rather ironic as the majority of scrutiny,
why
does
that
make
them a cult?
saying
the
moon
was
inhabited
by
cults were founded based on the
It is interesting to note that
Seventh
Day
Adventists
teach
men
and
women,
the
men
living
belief that it was the established non-Christian archeologists have
that
obedience
to
the
laws
of
to
be
nearly
1000
years
ol
d
,
stand
religions which lied and led found numerous artifacts, and his
Moses
is
enough
to
ge
t
you
saved,
ing
nearly
6
feet
tall
and
dressing
people astray.
torical evidences to support the
When we hear the word cult, written work in both old and new in the "Quaker style". He also unlike the Christian doctrine put
we tend to think o f evil separatists testaments of the Bible, including stated, "I have more to boast of forth in the New Testament which
who worship Satan and brainwash place names, locations of cities than ever any man had. I am the claims that obedience is not as
innocent victims, convincing them and archeological ruins. The only man that has ever been able important as faith and love. For
to have sex with church leaders or Book of Mormon cannot make to keep a whole church together instance, the SDAs feel that if you
commit suicide when the planets this claim. There has been no evi- since the days of Adam. The fol do not keep the Sabbath on Satur
align. We don't normally think of dence found outside of Mormon lowers of Jesus ran away from day, as the Jewish law commands,
cult members as being normal pro backed research to substantiate him, but the Latter-day Saints then you will not be saved because
never ran away from me yet." Just you are breaking God's law. The
ductive members of society who names, dates, events, places, etc.
One historian put it this way: one month after making this state Christians changed the Sabbath to
work at the mall, go to the movies
and to class along side us without in every case where a new group ment in public, Smith was killed Sunday to coincide with the death
of Christ upon the Cross. The ba
our ever knowing there is anything of people has moved into an area, by a mob.
Because the Mormons be sis for this is found in Christ's ser
they have left behind customs,
"different" about them.
The four major religions clas names, language, artifacts, etc. lieve in doctrine other than that mon on the Mount (Matthew,
sified as cults in the United States The Book of Mormon claims that which is presented in the Bible, Chapter 5). Sunday is considered
are Christian Scientists, Mor a remnant group from Israel oc and follow the teachings of a man to be the day that Christ rose from
mons, Seventh Day Adventists cupied Middle America from of questionable authentic reli the grave or was resurrected into
(SDAs), and Jehovah's Witnesses 2000 BC and 400 AD, and that gious guidance, they have been heaven.
The Adventists got their
(JWs). All four believe the Bible there were millions of people oc listed as a cult by the more es
start between 1831 and 1844,
to be the inspired word of God, cupying the cities of Nephite and tablished religions.
The Seventh Day Adventists when William Miller, a Baptist
and all four consider themselves Lamanite in an area located some
to be Christians, so why are they where between the northern end also followed a prophetess of minister, launched what he
cAassvfied as cults?
of South American and the south- questionable religious authority. called "the great advent awak
Her name was Ellen G. White. Her ening", based on his study of the
While each group has some em end of North America,
unique beliefs which we will look
Also, Joseph Smith uses the main goal was to show people book of Daniel. Miller calcu
into later, the main reason they are language of the King James Ver- how to live healthier lives and lated that Jesus would return to
considered cults is that at some sion to translate the plates he bring them closer to God. She con- earth on October 22, 1844.
When Jesus did not return,
time in their formation, they were found which were supposedly demned the eating of meat and
under the complete authority of a written in an Egyptian type lan- believed that masturbation was the Miller's followers experienced
charismatic leader who claimed to guage. He is said to plagiarize cause of a great many mental and what is known as "the Great Dis
be a prophet/prophetess of God, and from Hamlet and the New Testa physical illnesses among humans. appointment", and thousands
For instance, White writes of who had joined the movement,
received visions anddirectives from ment and uses Greek names and
an
account
where a two year old left it feeling highly disillu
phrases.
Considering
Hamlet
heavenly beings. Every one of these
with
epilepsy
was brought in to a sioned. A few determined that
wasn't
written
at
the
time
the
pla
tes
founders turned out to be false
doctor
who
confined
the child's the date was actually the time
were
written,
and
the
Greek
influ
prophets: i.e. theirpiedictionsdidnot
hands
and
covered
the
genitals to predicted in the Bible that a spe
ence
of
the
Bible
did
not
com
e
until
come true; but still many people con
prevent
the
child
from
masturbat
cial ministry would be founded
later,
this
seems
rather
odd.
tinued to believe that they were di
ing
and
thus
the
chi
ld
was
cured....
and that Jesus was coming soon.
The
three
witnesses
who
tes
vinely inspired by God.
Not
only
did
White
think
These
remnant followers form
tified
to
having
viewed
the
plates
Most of these religions also
masturbation caused blindness, today's SDAs.
from
which
Joseph
Smith,
the
teach that only those who are pracSeventh Day Adventists are
ticing members of their church founder of Mornjonism, copied she thought it caused epilepsy, dia
betes,
premature
disease
and
known
for comparing other
will be saved, and rely heavily on the Book of Mormon stated that
the teaching of the Bible that they did not physically see the death. She felt that seasoned churches outside their own with
144 000 will be saved and rule plates, but saw them with the "eyes foods, meats, etc, caused the ani- the Church of Babylon (de
alongs.de with God in the kingdom of faith". When the Book of Mor- mal passions in humans to tecome scribed in the New Testament
of heaven Ironically, the Bible mon and the founders of the Mor- inflamed, as d.d tea and coffee. In Book of Revelations as confus
mon faith are investigated, it is diffi- addition, she felt that sleeping on ing the people with worldly
teaches that these 144,000 will be
cult to accept their authenticity.
feather beds could lead to devi- ideas and passing them off as
without fault, are the direct descen
Most modern day Mormons ous sexual behaviors, as could God's will). Examples they use
dants of the 12 tribes of Israel, are
are drinking alcohol, using drugs
are decent people, but early Mor- strenuous menial exercise,
viigins and male only.
mons preached that daric skinned
Later, White became less ob- to heal, giving special titles and
The majority of the cult mem;:;'whoare no t people were evil and were direct sessed with the evils of masturba- privileges to people because of
^
descendents of Cain, who killed don. bu, sdll ^ociafcd fe ea,- their wealth or position, eating
te
^ They ato have a tenAbel in .he Bible, and .ha. .ngof mea, w,,h,hedanSm,ss,on the wrong foods, grading chil
oe savea iney a
of b,acks were meant to be en- of diseases, including cancers. In dren and awarding them titles
riS tithe case of the slaved as punishment for their 1863, White claims that God gave upon graduation like Bachelor's
the Bible and ' *
(he evi] nature. There was even talk her a vision not to eat meat and and Master's, etc.
The name Seventh Day,
Mormons, have^ec
^ that if a biack man or Indian con- that it caused leprosy, tuberculocomes
from their keeping of the
wt6 rVlkes sense (the verted to Mormonism, they sis, cancer, shortened the life span,
Sabbath
on Saturday (the sev
hT^one'^a^dlesdi;. would fade and ram white!
blunledlhe duelled and desdoyed
By BJ English

, ;':;:r;;;i

enth day of the week). Advenlist
stems from their belief in the
second coming of Jesus Christ.
While all Christians believe that
Jesus will return to earth some
day, the Adventists feel the time
is now, and attempt to live their
lives as exemplary as possible.
One ex-SDA said that as chil
dren they were convinced that
they would never live to see
adulthood, and stated that SDAs
sought to control their diet, be
havior and thoughts, judging
others by rules and not by the
love of God.
There are conflicting ac
counts as to the actions of this
group. Their erring founders,
their diet, the keeping of the Sab
bath on Saturday and their use
of private schools, home school
ing, and publishing companies
to spread their beliefs, tend to be
the major concerns of estab
lished Christian religions. How
ever, as in established religions,
there are many individual differ
ences between members of the
SDAs, Mormons and Jehovah's
Witnesses.
Jehovah's Witnesses (JWs)
have often been the brunt of
many a joke for their evangelis
tic door to door tactics to con
vert people to Christianity, and
specifically to the JWs interpre
tation of Biblical laws. Like
many other groups considered to
be cults, they have been lead to
believe that they will make up
the 144,000 who will one day reinhabit a perfect earth.
It is interesting to note that
JWs do not believe in hell. They
think if you die and are not
saved, you simply die. If you
have been faithful and dedicate
your life to God, you will live
forever in a perfect earth which
will never be destroyed. A spe
cial few will go to heaven and
share in the glory with Christ.
These will be the 144,000.
Jehovah is said to be the real
name of God. Witness, means
that they go out in the world and
tell other people about God. The
JWs were founded by Charles
Taze Russell. His original fol
lowers were known as Russellites. They became Jehovah's
Witnesses in 1931.
JWs can be obnoxious in
their insistence that only their
version of the Bible is correct,
though anyone who reads the
Bible thoroughly, and studies the

continued on page 14
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SGA CANDIDATES FOR 1999

Running Unopposed for President of Student Government
is Johnny Walker, a Physical Therapy Major. He has served
on the SGA Senate and has been a Leader in CHAOS, a
group which helps new students adapt into their first year
at Armstrong. Walker is best known for collecting and act
ing on student suggestions left in suggestion boxes through
out campus and forhis referee skills on the basketball court.

Voting for
SGA
Candidates
will take
place on
Tuesday
April 12,
and
Wednesday
April 13
between
10:00 2:00 &

Running for her second term as treasurer is Karen
Burke, who's older brother "Bud" Burke was SGA
President in the 1997-1998 school term. Karen is a Biol
ogy Major. She believes that her familiarity with this
position will help her do an even better job next year!
Photo Unavailable
Running against Karen is Criminal Justice Major,
Lynette Ferguson. Lynette has been manager of the
Women's Basketball team and plans to graduate from
AASU in 2001.

- 6:00 in
„ the
Student
Activities
Office
in the
Memorial
College
Center
(MCC).

Joey Trinh is a Computer Science Major running
for Vice President againstMelvin Samuel. Joey has
particiapted in CHAOS for the last two years, has
been on the SGA Finance Committee, was Chair
man of Student Awareness and Participation, is a
member of the Biology Club and more! Joey
couldn't fit all his activities on the lines provided!
He looks forward to improving student relation
ships with the people behind the scenes that make
things happen at AASU. He would like to encour
age more student involvement on campus. (l^lus,
he fixed the Inkwell's printer and prevented us
from missing deadline!- thanks Joey!!!!)

Melvin Samuel, an Art Education Major is opposing
Joey Trinh for the position of Vice President of SGA.
This is his first year at AASU. He has served asan SGA
Senator for the 1998-1999 school term and is hoping to
become more active on campus and to encouragemore
student involvement in campus events, by bringing ev
eryone together.

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
IUKTE "THIS TIME OF "dEAR,SIM!
EyfiRVTWING IS BR3WN AND
GRAP AND U6LVI

long. However, studies show its
brain weighed only 2 'A ounces.

The world's longest covered
bridge is in Hartland, New Brun
swick, Canada, measuring 1,282
feet.
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Here's what's happening at AASU in April
grovelily comes
to AASU at
Noon ,WecL
April 7

Screening of French
"Beauty and the Beast"

Merilee Cox is running for SGA Secretary against
Kesha King. Merilee is a graduate of the emerging
leader program and has served as an SGA Senator for
the past year. She is majoring in Health Care Adminis
tration and feels that her ability to remain motivated,
and organized will allow her to serve the SGA in an
even greater capacity as secretary. She looks forward
to adding new ideas to theSGA leadership and improv
ing and expanding on ideas that have already been es
tablished. She looks forward to working for the stu
dents in 1999.

The Armstrong Atlantic
State University French Club
presents a screening of Jean
Cocteau's La Belle et la Bete
April 9 at 7:30 P.M. in room
156, University Hall. La Belle
et la Bete is the french version
of the classic tale Beauty and
the Beast. The film ispresented
in French with English sub
titles. Refreshments will be
served and a door prize given
away. This screening is free and
open to the public. For more in
formation, call 921-5631.

Tired of the same old, same
old? Then come out and en
joy grovelily on Shearouse
Plaza at noon. New York
Newsday calls them "an alter1-r: Gene Lewin - drums, Valerie native to alternative." They
Vigoda-electric violin and vocals, sure beat cursing comedians
Brendan Milburn - piano, organ jn thg cafeteria!!
and vocals.

Steve Colman
National Grand Slam
Poetry Champion Team
member
Appearing April 9
at 12:15 in MCC

Sowetb Street Beat Dance Theatre!
South African Dance and Musical Production
Dedicated to bringing authentic South African dance
and culture to diverse audiences across the US.

Kesha King is a Pre-Physical Therapy Major who has
previously held the office of treasurer for the Ebony
Coalition, and participated in the arrangement of the
Black History Program budget needs. She desires to
keep students abreast of current issues from which they
may benefit and hopes to improve student life in the up
coming school year by contributing to careful spending,
preparation and planning. She will be running against
Marilee Cox for the position of secretary of the SGA.

Coming to AASU as part of the Cultural Affairs
Day on April 14th from Noon to 1:00.
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The warmest temperature ever
recorded in the United States
was 134°F, at Greenland Ranch,
California, July 10,1913.
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AASU Upcoming Campus Events
April 7-Rock Me Productions
presents Groovelily
at
Shearhouse Plaza outside the
AASU Cafeteria at noon.

April 9th, 12:15 P.M. in the
MCC- CUB presents Steve
Colman, National Grand Slam
Poetry Champion Team Member

Kids Nite Out- Saturday April
10 from 6-9 P.M. in the MCC
featuring Magic Marc. The
event will be filmed for Magic
Marc's new televisions show on
Fox 28!

The Philosophical Debate
Group at AASU invites students
to attend an 8 P.M. meeting on
Tuesday, April 20th in Gamble
Hall Room 213. Contact 9277323 for more information.

'Night In Old
Montgomery'

April 10- Old Time Country
Dance- Savannah Folk Music
Society presents and old time
country dance at 8:00 P.M. at
AASU Summer Visitation the Wesley Monumental Church
Day takes place April 10 from on 429 Abercorn downtown.
10:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M. in Call 355-7172 or 927-1376 for
University Hall. Advance more information.

APRIL T8TH
4iC0-8i30 P.M.

registration: 927-5277.

Food Booths
Children's Games
Horseback Rides
Adult Games
Silent Auction
Arts & Crafts
Plant and Pottery
Shop
Directions from AASU- Take Abercom.
Ibrn right onto Montgomery Cross
Road toSkidaway Road. At Piggly Wiggly, take right onto Ferguson and go all
the way to ShipyardRoad. Fairis on corner of Ferguson and Shipyard.

School Horse Show fea
turing English Equita
tion, Halter Classes,
Jumping and Dressage
April 24,1999

from 9A.M.-10:30 P.M.
At Forrest Ridge Stables in
Rincon, Georgia.
Laura Fuentes y Calicanto will be performing at the AASU
Coffehouse on April 16 at 8:30 P.M. The event will be held in
the MCC. Laura Fuentes is the lead singer, and plays guitar,
Venezuelan cuatro and percussion. Laura was born in Santiago,
Chile, where she currently resides. Laura Fuentes has performed
internationally and recorded 4 CDs before releasing her first
solo album, Sobrevida in 1998.

Directions:Turn left on Hwy 30 from
Hwy 21. Go to Hodgeville Road and
turn right. About 4 miles down, turn
right to Coldbrook Plantation and
follow signs to Squirrel Run Road
and Forrest Ridge Stables.
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April 16-25- The AASU
Masquers present "Much Ado
about Nothing" in the Jenkins
Auditorium. Performances will
be held on Friday at 7:30 P.M.
and Saturday and Sunday at 3:00
P.M. Call 927-5354.
April 20- Concert & Chamber
Choirs
at
AASU-Scott
Buchanan Director- 7:30 P.M .
Fine Arts Auditorium. 927-5325
April 23-24- N.O.G.S. Tour of
Hidden Gardens. The Garden
Club of Savannah offers tours
and tea in historic Savannah gar
dens. Contact 238-0248 for
times and prices.

.Please sign-up for these workshops in advance, space is limited to
- •
20 people per workshop.
Sign-up in the Division of Student Affairs, 2nd Floor, the Memorial
College Center or call 927.5271.

i n t h e S t u d e n t Ac f J v i f i e s Of f i c e , T h e t i c k 
e ts this year will not be

The Armstrong Department
of Music will present a con
cert of music for harpsichord
and recorder on Sunday,
April 11, at 5:00 p.m. in
Room 206 of the Music
Building. Featured artists are
Gene Jarvis, harpsichord,
and Michael Brubaker, re
corder, with Graham
Sadler, narrator. The pro
gram will include selections
by Pachelbel, Kuhnau,
Handel, and Scarlatti. Ad
mission is FREE and open to
the public.

April 14- Lecture by John
Jensen at AASU- "Raku:
completion to Inception" 12:15
in the Ceramics Lab in the Fine
Arts Building. Call 927-5222.

S t u d e n t s Ta k i n g Ac t i v e
R e s p o n s i b i l i t y fo r Su c c e s s
Spring 1999 Schedule

G u a f s

I on I

Visitation Day provides
campus tours, residence hall
tours, and information about
financial aid and student
services. Professors and
administrators will be
available to discuss major
programs, academics and
admissions. AASU offers
smaller class sizes and oneon-one attention and support.
For more information, call
927-5277.

April 13 at AASU- Jazz/Per
cussion Ensembles-directed by
Randall Reese and Stephen
Primatic at 7:30 P.M. in the fine
Arts Auditorium. Call 927-5325
for more information.

S .T.A. R .S

AASU
Oof

Calendar of Events

Armstrong Atlantic
State University
Sponsors Summer
Visitation Day

You're invited to

person•

A l l W o r k s h o p s b e g i n p r o m p t l y at 1 2 :0 0 n o o n
("Denotes workshops also available at 5:00 p.m.)

JHIBS

April 7*
Making A Good Impression

Interviewing Skills

I~

"'J »
m

Ja: i Jones^

April 1 4 *
Test is a 4 letter Word!
Test taking skills anff test anxiety

Lynn Benson

April 21*
,;
Avoiding Credit Disasters
Managing you|Cre|if

GAMEf/ME/S 7:15 P.M. * GATES OPEN AT 6:15
Coivie watch the Gnats play the Macon Brave*/

.&*§}

Melanie

Student Affafirs il^open until 7:00 p.m.
every Wednesday this Semester
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Help Me Harlan

YOU KNOW YOU'VE BEEN
OUT OF COLLEGE TOO
LONG WHEN....
Your potted plants stay alive..
Having sex in a twin-sized bed
is absurd.
You keep more food than beer
in the fridge.
6:00 AM is when you get up, not
when you go to sleep.
You hear your favorite song on
the elevator at work.
You carry an umbrella.

"I'm so proud. My son visits a fancy
psychiatrist five days a week and all he
wants to talk about is me."

You watch the Weather Channel.

Your friends marry and divorce Top 10 Slogans That
instead of hook-up and break- Neyer Quite Caught Qn
Older relatives feel comfortable 10- Charmin: "Butt... Wipe...
telling sex jokes around you.
Err."
You don't know what time Taco 9. Microsoft: "How much are
Bell closes anymore.
you going to pay today?"
Your car insurance goes down g p
Bismol; «S
and your car payments go up. Squirts!"
You feed your dog Science Diet

instead of McDonalds.

7 MTV:

h the

Frogs And Bugs
Go Together
(NAPSA)—Peace Frogs, an ap
parel company based out of
Gloucester, Virginia, has pur
chased a fleet of Volksw agen Va ns
and Bu gs built in the late 1960s
and early 1970s and completely

"^ud and easY to spell."

Sleeping on the couch is a no-no. 6. Saks 5th Avenue:"You Could
Shop Here if You're Poor, But
Dinner and a movie - The whole That Would be Stupid!"
The symbol of an innovative
date instead of the beginning of
chain of stores that has many
one5. Iguana: "The othergreen meat." green with envy.
You go to the drugstore for 4. Penis Enlargement Spec.al.its;
Ibuprofen and antacids not -ItDon.tMoma^ingtfItAin.t
condoms and pregnancy test kits. ^ t That Swing!"
A $4.00 bottle of wine is no
longer'pretty good stuff'.
3. Nike: "Just buy the stupid
shoes, you flabby spineless
You actually eat breakfast foods lump!"
at breakfast time.
2. Canon Photocopiers: "Quit
You say, I'm never going to drink cajiing them Xeroxes, dammit!
that much again, and mean it.
„

.

tL

work.

. 1. "Daisy Air Rifles: "Keeping
hidsoffyourtawnforoverfony
years.

You don' t get liquored up at '''
home, to save money, before
going to a bar.

refurbished them into hip store
displays. The award-Winning Con
cept has been so popular with con
sumers, Peace Frogs had decided
to license to entrepreneurs every
where. All it takes is an adventure
some spirit and $10,000 start-up
capital.
Peace Frogs opened its first VW
Van store at Six Flags Over Ttexas
in 1998. It was a huge success,
attracting swarms of customers
every day. By the summer of 199 9,
Peace Frogs plans to expand the
license to retail locations across
the country. "You could call us the
first 'grass-roots company" because
we've made the license affordable
to just about everyone," explains
Catesby Jones. Peace Frogs Presi
dent and CEO.
If you would like mor e informa
tion and are interested in owning
and operating your own location
you may contact Peace Fro gs at 1800-44-Peace or browse their we b
site at www.peacefrogs.com.

it scheduled passenger air- L___
vice began in 1914, just 11
^
we can.t start

cattle
of mango# •
eream 4aMa"* *"' - ?; ;;

ifter the invention,of the tfitholft'^steaming-cup
'

talking un
til after half
the semes
ter or so.
Once we
started talking, I could not ex
actly tell if she liked me, but we
laugh together all the time. One
day, I invited her to go to a party
with some of my friends.
She went with us and she
seemed very uncomfortable at
first, but as the night went on she
started to fit in. Anyway, it has
been around a month now, and I
really can't tell if she likes me
or not.
The last week orso we have
been talking constantly, and she
keeps telling me about her exboyfriends. I heard from a
friend that she likes somebody
else. Should Istill ask her out or
should I find out from her if she
likes somebody else?
I don't know whether or not
I should ask her out on a true
date? What do you think Harlan?
Anxious Reader

Dear Pretending,
You can talk to him, but just
don't listen or look at him while Dear Anxious,
talking. He may be attracted to
I hateTo be like this,but you
you, but he may not want to date wasted valuable time writing
you today or tomorrow. To this letter. I can't tell who she
squander your friendship be likes, but asking me isn't going
cause you want more than he can to get you a date. The whole exgive you is a mistake.
boyfriend thing isn't great, but
You should be happy that you never know what's happen
you have afriend that enjoys you ing. So, stop reading and start
and appreciates your beauty. asking. And if she says, "no"
Once you find a new target for ask someone else.
your affection, you won't have
to pretend. Of course, then he'll *Harlan is not a licensed psy
probably want you, but that's chologist, therapist or physician,
only to be expected. The reality but he is a licensed driver.
is that things may be fine only
you don't know it. Be very care Write Help Me, Harlan! via e-mail
ful and don't make the mistake at harlan@helpmeharlan.com or
of losing something so good.
through the Web at http://
www.helpmeharlan.com. Send
letters c/o Help Me Harlan, 2506
Dear Harlan,
There's this girl in one of my N. Clark, Suite #223, Chicago, IL
classes that Ilike very much. We 60614. All letters submitt ed be
didn't actually meet and start come the property of the column.

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
WAHHH 1 U)ANT A
COO\C\S\ WAHH!
X WANT
„ £.oerr ftfcgp*

'

Dear Harlan,
I met this guy about six
months ago and we became re
ally good friends. After a couple
of months I started liking him. I
finally told him how I felt about
him. I always knew that I didn't
have a chance with him, but I
wanted him to know how I felt.
He told me that he's at
tracted to me, but he doesn't
want to go out with me because
he doesn't want to ruin the
friendship. After this, we still
decided to be best of friends and
have things the way they were.
I tried this for a couple of weeks,
but I don't think I can do it any
more. The only way I know how
to get someone out of my mind
is if I don't see him or heror talk
to him or her. I 'm really con
fused whether or not I should
continue talking to him or tell
him that I can't pretend that ev
erything is fine with us?
Not pretending

«

pUnchm

THAT T& MAKE
ME Feet serrefc?
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Eeeeee-Mail: It's not 2000 yet. JobMonkey.com Helps Students
ing in the door with an empty Find Summer Employment
By Mary Ellen Barnes
So, they tell me my e-mail
at work is not Y2K compatible.
It's not really compatible with
the human race in general, but it
beats talking on the phone with
someone you'd really rather
avoid.
However, just recently,
things started screwing up. Mail
from 3-24 of this year was dated
5-29 of last year. An e-mail I sent
to my friend in New Zealand
was returned as undeliverable,
even though the one I sent 30
minutes before that apparently
made it there, as she sent me a
reply nearly 30 minutes later.
I'm confused. It's not as if
Melissa had sent me a very important message from the U.S.
government to tie up my e-mail
until next October, but hey, it
beats handwritten letters and
waiting for replies, so I guess I
shouldn't complain.
The thing I like most about
e-mail is that I can chat with my
friends and coworkers without
having to leave my desk. If the

computer box.
Students who are looking
I wish I did have a computer
at home. AH my frien ds tell me for summer jobs and careers can
that when they can't sleep at now visit a Websitethat provides
night, they go on-line at all hours free information on job opporof the morning. Some of them tunities around the world: http:/
have even met dates on the com- /www.JobMonkey.com.
puter. I don't think I could do
The Website can help stuthat. With my luck I'd end up dents and recent graduates find
dating my brother or my boss, jobs in Alaska, Hawaii, the CarIf you really wanted a date that ibbean, Europe, Asia and other
badly, you could always go locations.
Visitors to JobMinkey.com
down to the bar at happy hour,
can
access
profiles of more than
where after a fellow has downed
2,000
employers
such as airhis third brew, he compares you
lines,
casinos,
cruise
and land
with the sign post and tells you,
"you know, I reallydon't like my tour companies, National Parks
and Forests, the Alaska fishing
women that thin."
I'll have to admit, I am addieted to e-mail. I still can't get
over the thrill of "talking" to my
friends in other countries and not
(NA PSA)—This year, an average
having to pay a dime to the of 2 .4 million couples plan to get
engaged. Selecting a diamond
phone company, though one day, engagement ring, a ring that will
I am sure they will capitalize on symbolize love and commitment
that and start charging us an in- long into the future, is a process
that can bewilder even the most
ternational satellite fee for out of discerning jewelry purchaser, let
alone the thousands of couples for
state e-mailing.
whom this is the first major jew
I talk to some people who elry purchase. It can be boih con
have never used e-maiJand can't fusing and overwhelming.

industry, ski and beach resorts,
and schools that hire English te
The JobMonkey.com Website
includes topic-specific for ums so Want to have a positive impact
students can communicate with oth- on the development of a young
ers planning to woik in the same child? The early years are truly
industry or location. They can learning years, so take time to
also learn about experiences oth watch, listen, and appreciate
your children. Recognize the
ers have had working there.
JobMonkey.com is the new learning potential of play and
interactive division of American everyday activities, recom
Collegiate Marketing. Founded mends the National Association
in 1974, American Collegiate for the Education of Young ChilMarketing has been providing dren. The NAEYC established
products and services to the col- Week of the Young Child in
lege market for more than 25 1971 to focus public attention on
the rights and needs of young
years.
children. The event presents
child development information
and demonstrates what individu
als can do as parents and con
cerned adults. The department of
early childhood education at
Armstrong Atlantic State Uni
versity sponsors Celebrate the
Week of the Young Child April

Finding The Ring Of Your Dreams

Since 1930, Keepsake Diamond
boss comes by and wants a re imagine what my life would be Jewelry has been creating dia
like
without
it.
1
u
s
e
it
o
t
research
port, I don't have to put anyone
mond engagement rings that give

19 — 23.
Certification makes it easier to
buy a diamond engagement ring
she can be proud of.

or feathers. The presence of s ome
young couples confidence. "At inclusions does not diminish a dia
Keepsake, we want couples to feel mond's beauty or endanger its
sure of themselves when making durability. Most inclusions require
this most momentous and emo powerful magnification before
tional purchase, which is why all they are visible.
of o ur diamonds are scrupulously
Carat weight is the gemoloinspected, graded then mounted gist's universal measurement of a
by master artisans according to diamond's weight (not how big it
the finest traditions," said Richard is) and the easiest of the 4Cs to
Goldman, President of K eepsake. determine.
"When selecting a diamond, the
Keepsake also recommends fol
most important rule of thumb is to lowing these tips when shopping
choose the finest diamond you can for a diamond:
afford, and the best way to deter
Get it in writing. A certifica
mine a diamond's quality is to tion is a diamond quality report
learn about the 4Cs, cut, color, prepared by a Certified Gemoloclarity and carat weight." Here is gist. This document describes and
a description of the 4Cs:
grades your diamond's specific
Cut refers not to the shape of Cut, Color and Clarity character
the finished diamond but to the istics, as well as states the Carat
proportions of the individual stone. Weight, and a diamond purchase
Cut is perhaps the most important should not be made without it.
of the 4Cs because it is what
Make sure you get what
releases the diamond's brilliance you're paying for. Unfortu
and "fire." In order to achieve a nately, today, there are ways to
quality cut, the facets of the dia artificially treat inferior diamonds
mond must be placed in exact geo- to mask their imperfections. Dia
metric prop ortion to each other, a monds can be color-enhanced,
procedure that requires painstak laser drilled or even fracture
ing precision. Keepsake diamonds, filled. Keepsake has taken steps
for example, are selected and cut to to ensure customers are getting
proper proportions to give them exactly what they pay for by laser
extraordinary beauty, brilliance inscribing every engagement ring
center diamond with a registra
and fire.
Color in a diamond is the tion number. Each engagement
result of t races of o ther elements, ring in the collection is accompa
which mix with carbon during the nied by a Keepsake Registered
diamond's formation. Therefore, Diamond Certificate that verifies
the best color for a diamond is col the description of the stone pur
orless or near colorless. All Keep chased. Both the laser inscribing
sake Diamonds are near colorless. and accompanying certificate
Clarity is an indication of a ensures customers will always
diamond's purity. In all diamonds, "know" their diamond.
except for the most rare, tiny
Keepsake Diamond Jewelry is
traces of non-crystallized carbon available at better jewelers nation
can be trapped during the crystal wide. For a Keepsake brochure, or
lization process. These internal to locate the Keepsake authorized
"birthmarks" are called inclusions jeweler nearest you, call 1-888and appear as tinv crystals, clouds 4KEEPSAKE.

on hold while I search my files. products, gain input from ideas,
It's very convenient. Perhaps converse with friends and famthough, it's too convenient.
ily, apply to universities, inquire
I took last Friday off from about job openings, and to prework and when I got back to the vent having to talk to someone
office on Monday, I had 56 e- on the phone whom I'm trying
mails!!! The majority of them to avoid,
were from people who had seen
I don't worry about what
our web page and wanted us to will happen to my e-mail acsend them more information count in the year 2000. I've alabout who we were, what we ready backed up all my files and
were doing, and how they might copied everyone's addresses,
benefit from it.
Besides, as often as our e-mail
Two were from friends. I goes down around here, and as
don't have a computer at home, often as things go wrong, we've
I live in one of those old apart kind of gotten used to whatever
ment buildings where when happens.
someone flushes the toilet in the
Of course the other day
next room, the shower runs cold when my coworker spent a half
for two minutes, and if you plug hour typing a juicy love letter to
in the toaster and the microwave her boyfriend Joey and acciat the same time, you have to dently sent it to our boss who's
replace all the fuses. I don't name is Joe, it gave new meanthink the poor building could ing to the phrase eeeeee-mail.
handle a computer. The electric Let's see Lucy Riccardo climb
outlets would probably self de- into the mailbox and retrieve
struct if they even saw me walk- that one!!

Audrey Hepburn's given name originally was Andrey. Andrey is a
feminine form of Andrew. Belgian-bom Hepburn changed the n to a u
to become Audrey.

AASU Sponsors
Celebrate the
Week of the Child
April 19 — 23

This year's theme is Devel
opment of the Whole Child, and
the keynote speaker is Dr. Terry
W. Alderman. Lectures address
emotional development, the de
velopment of the mind, and
multicultural effects on children.
The event includes dramatic per
formances, dental treatments,
tours, and hands-on activities for
the children. Nursing and den
tal hygiene students will present
safety and nutritional informa
tion at local elementary schools,
and the Scottish Rite Commu
nicative Disorders Clinic will
offer hearing and speech screen
ings for children ages four to
eight.
For more information, call
927-5281. A program of events
is being faxed with this release

Classifieds
Diamond Wedding
Ring Set For Sale
Gold Filigree 1/2 Karat
worn once by little old lady
sell for $600 firm.

Call 354-1188 for
more information.
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Chronic ear infections

CULTURAL AFFAIR '99: Wednesday April 14!

A middle ear infection cam cause
hearing loss and Impair a child's
learning. Chronic ear infections can be
treated with the insertionolanear
tube, a common yet controversial
operation.
A healthy middle ear contains air 8t
the same atmospheric pressure as
outside air. Air enters the middle ear
through the narrow Eustachian tube
that runs from the back of the nose to
the88r.

This year's Cultural Affair event will take place from 11:00 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday, April 14. Savannah Technical Institute, Savannah State Univer
sity, Windsor Forest High School, Savannah Arts Academy, Spencer Elemen
tary School, Savannah's Greek, Korean, and Spanish communities, and the
city of Savannah have been invited to join the AASU community in hosting
this event.
Armstrong's Student Government Association and our College Union Board
have picked up the tab for this event— thanks!!! The organizations and in
stitutions mentioned above will help spice up the Cultural Affair with their
unique and flavorful contributions.

Middle ear infection,
called otitis media, is
caused by bacteria or
viruses that pass from
the nose or throat up the
Eustachian tube to the
middle ear. The Infection
causes earache, a red
inflamed eardrum and a
buildup of pus and mucus
behind the eardrum. This
fluid cannot drain from
the middle ear because
the Eustachian tube is
swollen and inflamed.

Infection in

Ongoing support provided by our President, Vice President of Academic Af
fairs, Plant Operations, Student Activities, Media Production, Academic and
Enrollment Services, Campus Police, Athletic Department, Fine Arts Depart
ment, Student Affairs, Graduate Studies Office, Inkwell, Business Office, CIPA
Committee Members, ISSAC Committee Members, GANS, French Club,Span
ish Club, International Students' Club, ARAMARK, and Delta Sigma Theta, in
planning this year's Cultural Affair makes this event possible— thanks!!!

Infected ear

Swollen and
inflamed

Eustachian tube

One exciting aspect of this year's Cultural Affair Event worth noting is the
collaboration between primary, secondary, and post-secondary education
institutions and the local community. Relationships such as these support
the premise that education is the key to unlocking the door to understand
ing, hence, resulting in a greater degree of humanity.

Healthy ear
Hollow ventilation tubes are inserted
eardrum 10 help equalize pressure in the
prevent the buildup of flu id.

You are invited to join the AASU community and others in fun, dance, inforSlncerely,
Cars A. Guillory, Director International Support Services

STORE IT!
Are you looking for a dose, convenient place to store your things for the
summer?... COLONIAL STORAGE has just the place for your stuff. We have
a variety of sizes available... one just right for your storage needs.

ClSlC
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Cult religions continued tgr Bjrtj1(jaySj etc) ancj putting Bible does it command Chris- ered to be members of cults.
However, when someone tells
from page 7
moral faith in imperfect humans tians not to seek medical attenThe Bi ble is a complex you that when you die, you will
(voting for politicians to rule tion when they are ill, or to let work. If you ead one chapter in become a god and be given conhistory of the world at the time over other humans without the their children die because they Genesis, am others in Proverbs trol over your own planet if you
that Jesus existed, can find an authority or wisdom of God), believe Jesus will heal them and Luke, they may seem to con- do as their religion tells you to
abundance of evidence to prove They are also encouraged not to without the help of doctors.
tradict themselves, or to not do, there should be some cause
the JWs incorrect on any num- vote, not to salute or bow to the
The Christian Science reli- make sense based on what you for alarm!
ber of topics including their American flag, and are told that gion was started by Mary Baker know. For instance, when Moses
Despite your belief system
belief that Christ was hung on a blood transfusions and organ Eddy, who in 1866 was suppos- comes down the mountain with the Bible is a very practical
burial stake and not a cross.
transplants go against the teach- edly healed of a serious injury the ten commandments, he book; full of wisdom and advice
JWs will ar«ue that it is ing of the Bible (some compare after she read one of the ac- breaks them and orders his fol- that any nonbeliever would find
physically impossible for a hu- organ transplants to cannibalism), counts of Jesus' healings in the lowers who have gone back to useful. To go through life never
man to survive as long as Jesus
Their founder claimed like Bible. In 1908 she began pub- worshipping false gods, to be having read this book puts you
did without his chest collapsing many other cult founders, to be lishing the Christian Science killed, down to the last family at a disadvantage over t ose who
unless he was hung on a pole a prophet of God. He was also Monitor Newspaper. The group member. Yet the ten command- have read it, sort of like having
instead of a cross!" They also the founder of the Watchtower, also publishes a monthly jour- ments says, "thou shall not kill", read Shakespeare, Aristotle,
point to verses that claim Jesus a publication of the JWs which nal and weekly magazine.
Is it little wonder why some Plato, and other great works that
was huna on a gibbet or gallows, is distributed world wide.
Like the JWs, the Christian people steer away from religion contemplate the meaning of life
but there is abundant historical Russell, like Joseph Smith, Mary Scientists teach that the belief in all together? The study of reli- and the purpose of the trials we
evidence to support that Romans Baker Eddy (Christian Scientists) the Trinity is polytheistic (wor- gion requires an intelligent mind experience,
used crossed pieces of wood on and Ellen White, had some keen shipping more than one god), and a dedication equal to that of
Besides, if you know your
which to crucify victims, and insights on religious spirituality, They do not believe in the devil, earning a college degree if you Bible and someone comes up
this point is really mute, consid- but like them, he had a tendency nor do they believe in sin. They wish to understand it fully, and wants to start an argument
ering it is the act of self sacri- to go off the deep end and reach- teach that the body is spiritual, not That's not to say that ordinary with you about how their faith
fice and not the means of the beyond what was there.
materialistic, therefore you can people can't understand the is better than your faith, or no
torture that are important to most
Basically all these religions think yourself healthy. Illness is Bible, but many get confused, faith at all, you can quote them
Christians. JWs consider the classify as cults because they merely an unreality to them.
and rather than search for deeper into a corner and watch them
cross to be a pagan symbol, took something out of the Bible
While none of these groups meaning in the Bible, they turn turn some interesting shades of
much like in the old horror mov- that did not exist and made it into is really evil, and many individu- away from it all together, or red and pale,
ies which used the sign of the law. If one reads the Bible, one als in these groups have done a search other areas for meaning
One woman, who was tired
cross or a locket of garlic to will find abundant material to great deal of good works, their which don't require so great an of being pestered by a continufrighten away evil spirits.
discredit many of the proofs unique interpretation of the effort. It's easier to hold a stone ous stream of cult religious folIf you are not well versed in these cults claim to have drawn Bible sets them apart from more in your hand or light a few lowers in her neighborhood
Biblical knowledge, it is very from those same teachings. For established religions who take candles and believe all your came up with the following way
easy to be taken in by this group, instance, Paul, in Romans, chap- the teachings of the Bible on a problems will just disappear, to deter them when they came
For the most part, they are good ter 14, tells the Gentiles that it more literal note.
than to have to work for it by knocking on her door. When the
people who want to do the right does not matter what they eat,
One could argue that non- giving up bad habits, studying proselytizers asked her, "Can I
thing, but they are somewhat or what day they honor as the cult religious members who religious texts, and sacrificing talk to you about God?" She
antagonistic toward other reli- day of the Lord, clearly coun- steal from the church, engage in your own pleasures to help simply replied, "Sure, what
gious beliefs, and seem only too teracting the teachings of the immoral behavior, and use the someone else, without expecting would you like to know?" She
happy to point out their flaws; SDAs.
Bible as an excuse for bigotry, any rewards.
said that pretty much ended the
mainly, worshipping pluralistic
Christian Scientists also sexist behavior, etc. are just as
Cults are said to detract conversation then and there....
gods (the trinity), celebrating claim to be adherents to Bibli- much a detriment to the growth from other religions, but all re- it's something to think about
pagan holidays (Christmas, Eas- cal truth, but nowhere in the of religion as are those consid- ligions have their peculiarities, anyway.

off the mark

If the spirit moves you... The young son of an AASU student dances to the folk tunes of a recent band
appearing at Shearouse Plaza. In the month of May, there will be several different types of musical
performances, plays, and recitals, so take a break and enjoy the festive atmosphere before finals get here!

byMarkParisi
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AASU Pirates Home Baseball Schedule
Sat 10th Apr

*Columbus State U (DH)

Pirate Field

1:00 p.m.

Sun 11th Apr *Columbus State University

Pirate Field

1:00 p.m.

Thu 22nd Apr Valdosta State University

Pirate Field

3:30 p.m.

At this printing, the Pirates were 30-4 overall and 11-2 in the Peach Belt.

AASU Softball Team Standing
Overall: 25-4
Home: 12 - 0 1Away4 - 0 1 Neutral 9 - 4
PBAC: 2-01 Non-PBAC: 23 - 4

Sports Drinks: Just The Facts
In baseball, pitcher Nolan Ryan
holds the all-time records for (NAPSA)-When you're active, in stop-and-go sports (football,
strikeouts (5,714), walks (2,795) no matter how long your work basketball, soccer, tennis and
and no-hitters (7).
out lasts, research shows you aerobic workouts) when they

will be able to exercise longer
and stronger by reaching for a
sports drink rather than heading
for the water fountain. Here are
some facts on sports drinks to
help set the record straight:

The only person ever to score
more than 2,000 points in his
football career is George Blanda.
Over 26 s easons, Blanda scored
nine touchdowns, and kicked 335
field g oals and 943 points after
touchdowns for 2,002 points.

In the last 50 years, every time the
University o f Kentucky has won
the NCAA b asketball champion
ship (1949,1951,1958,1978,1996
and 1998), the New York Yankees
have won the World Series.

MYTH: Water is better than a
sports drink.
'FACT: Sports drinks are
more effective than water be
cause they replace fluids and
electrolytes lost in sweat and
provide energy to working
muscles. Water turns off your
thirst before you're completely
rehydrated. It also "turns on" the
kidneys so you lose fluid much
more quickly than when drink
ing a sports drink. The small
amount of sodium in sports
drinks allows you to hold onto
the fluid you consume.
MYTH: Sports drinks are only
for endurance activities, not for
"stop-and-go" sports.
PFACT: Research now shows
that athletes can perform better

drink Gatorade versus water.
MYTH: Sports drinks are only
for long-lasting workouts.
PFACT: Research shows that
carbohydrates in sports drinks
can enhance performance even
for exercise lasting as little as a
half hour.
MYTH: Sports drinks have a lot
of sugar.
IPFACT: Gatorade has only 50
calories (or 14g of sugar) per 8ounces-about half the calories in
an equal size serving of fruit
juice, lemonade, 2% milk or a
soft drink.
MYTH: Sports drinks should be
diluted.
IPFACT: A sports drink like
Gatorade is formulated to pro
vide the greatest benefits when
it is not diluted.
MYTH: Sports drinks are not
for children.
p-FACT: Research shows that
during exercise, children stay
better hydrated when they con
sume a sports drink compared

The Canadian Football Hall of
Fame and Museum is in Hamilton,
Ontario, home city of the Cana
dian
Football League's Tiger-Cats.

Sports drinks are formulated
to encourage drinking and
provide energy to working
muscles.
to water.
MYTH: Drinking a sports drink
will make you gain weight.
IpFACT: Not so. In the long
run if you are able to provide en
ergy to your muscles while you
exercise, you'll work out longer
and stronger and burn more
calories. You'll also be less
likely to overeat after exercise.
For more information or to or
der a free copy of Sports Drinks:
Myths and Facts, call 1-800-88GATOR or you can visit
www.gssiweb.com
or
w ww.gatorade.com.

In 1964, golfer Norman Manley
achieved consecutive holes-in-one
on a course in Saugus, California
and both holes were par-4s.

Of the 30 major league baseball
teams, 10 have never won a
World Series.
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Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Others help you out behind the
scenes. If you look for affordable val
ues, this is a good time to plan a trip.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
You may be invited to an unusual
party. Be willing to step out of your
usual circle. A career opportunity
comes through a friend.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Luck
comes to you through friends, so be
sure to accept invitations. You may
find a lost possession or something of
real value.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
After some gadding about, you'll
want to catch up with unfinished
tasks. A philanthropic mood makes
you w ant to help others.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) A
buoyant mood attracts opportunity.
Some shop for clothes or other items.
Marriage partners and close relatives
require consideration.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Financial luck tempts you to
overspend, especially in the pursuit of
pleasure. Local visits lead to unex
pected romantic encounters.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) You may have unexpected guests.
Good news puts you in a happy frame
of mind. Keep in touch with distant
friends by phone or letter.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) It's a favorable time
for entertaining at home, but don't
ignore the feelings of a loved one.
You'll find new hobbies stimulating.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to

December 21) If you'll keep expens
es down, you'll have a happy time in
the company of friends and loved
ones. Children bring you good news!
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) Job opportunities arise
TOP TEN SINGLES
1. Cher "Believe" (Warner) Last
Week: No. 1
2. 'N SYNC "(God Must Have
Spent) A Little More Time On You"
(RCA) No. 4
3. Sarah McLachlan "Angel"
(Arista/Wamer) No. 3
4. TLC "No Scrubs" (Laface
Album Cut/Arista) No. 5
5. Joey Mclntyre "Stay The
Same" (C2) No. 7
6. Mariah Carey "I Still Believe"
(Columbia) No. 8
7. Lauryn Hill "X-Factor"
(Ruffhouse Album Cut/Columbia)
No. 10
8. Whitney Houston Feat. Faith
Evans & Kelly Price "Heartbreak
Hotel" (Arista) No. 2
9. Deborah Cox "Nobody's Fool"
(Arista) No. 9
10.
Jesse
Powell
"You"
(Silas/MCA) No. 6
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now, and romantic surprises are in
store for you. Be tactful in dealing
with an overly-sensitive co-worker.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 19) An impromptu business
meeting has romantic overtones.
Luck comes to you this week, as well
as new friendships. Relationships
grow stronger.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Romance comes unexpectedly.
Distant financial affairs prosper, and
you'll have some good news about
money. Consult with advisers.
YOU BORN THIS WEEK have
administrative and management abil
ities. You would make a good finan
cial adviser, though your personal
fortunes are liable to fluctuate. An
executive by nature, you'd do well as
head of your own business or in a
government position. You'll achieve
your greatest success when you
become involved in the larger issues
that affect mankind. With your sense
of universal service, you can make a
real contribution to the general wel
fare. Interested in mental pursuits,
you can succeed as historian, writer,
sociologist, teacher or actor.

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

© 1999 King Features Synd., Inc.

Top 10 Movies
1. Analyze This starring Billy
Crystal
2. Cruel Intentions Sarah
Michelle-Gellar
3. The Rage: Carrie 2 Emily
Bergle
4. The Corruptor Chow Yun Fa t
5. Baby Geniuses Kathleen Turner
6. Wing Commander Freddie
Prinze, Jr.
7. The Deep End of the Ocean
Michelle Pfeiffer
8. 8 MM Nicolas Cage
9. The Other Sister Giovanni
Ribisi
10. October Sky Jake Gyllenhaal

"It may look like a simple flat
tire, Mr. Beaman, but we'll
have to run some tests."

KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 - Kippur
4 Peregrinate
8 Heming
way
sobriquet
12 "Eureka!"
13Bruins' sch.
14 Shake
spearean
septet
15 Canine
forename
16 Melange
18 War
orphan of
comics
20 A billion
years
21 Brewer's
oven
24 Ballerina
painter
28 Child's
way into
the house
32 Detergent
target
33 - roll
34 "Boxcars"
36 Journalist
Nellie
37 Pallet
39 Souvenir,
at tim es
41 "The
Crucible"
locale
43 King
Mongkut's
realm
44 Perched
46 "MobyDick," e.g.
50 Slogan
55 Irving or
Grant
56 - Khayyam
57 Thought
58 Round

1

2

3

1
1I"
1
j

12
15

21
28

29

1
1

7

57

Table
address
59 Sprite
60 Jodie
Foster film
61 Prior to
DOWN
1 Almost a
meter
2 Mississippi
feeder
3 "Buddenbrooks"
author
4 Indonesian
money
5 Guadala
jara goose
6 Model
Carol
7 Spiked club
8 Sold tem
porarily
9 Past

r

47

46

53

I

49

43

52

59

48

40

45

56

27

36

35

42

51

26

32

39

44

25

14

24

23

34

41

11

20

31

38

10

17

30

37

9

'

22

33

50

6

"

19

18

5
*

|

54

10 Apiece
11 Interrogate
17 Brick work
er's device
19 Elmer, to
Bugs
22 Read
cursorily
23 Largest,
before
Alaska
25 Bee Gees'
surname
26 Woody's
son
27 Charon's
river
28 No-win
situation?
29 Writer Radakovich
30 Donkey's
pin-on
31 Bigfoot's

55

3

58

61

cousin
35 Tabloid
topic
38 See
40 Comp.
med. plan
42 Jongg
lead-in
45 Clone
47 Flowershop item
48 Islamic
chieftain
49 Erato's
symbol
50 Filch
51 Parisian pal
52 Encumber
53 Praiseful
poem
54 One of the
kin: abbr.

'

